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SGA elections near

4 7.applications filed
A total of 47 MSU studenta
have submitted applications to
run for Student Government
Association offices next week.
Voting will take place on
Wednesday and Thursday from
9 a .m. to 6:30 p.m. in the polls
located in Waterfield Student
Union Bldg. and Hart ~all.
The list of offices and can·
didates are as follows:
President: Fayte (Bubba)
Brewer, Murray; Cathy Cole,
Paris, Tenn.; and Jim Dickens,
Louisville.
Vice President: David

O'Daniel, Wickliffe; and Jim
White, Morganfield.
Secretary: Anne Erwin,
Murray; and Tim :Langord,
Hickman.
Treasurer* : Tim Taylor,
Louisville. .
Senior offices:
President• : Jeff Green, Hickman.
Vice President : James Heady,
Morganfield; and George Partridge, Anna, Ill.
Secretary*: Joyce Newcom,
LaCenter.

Treasure~ : Richard Stacey,
Paducah.
Representatives:
Bob
Boeschel, Louisville; Steve W.
Givens, Mayfield ; Georgia
Hillerman. Chester. Ill.; Darry
Moscoe, Frankfort; Marsha
Porter, Henderson ; and
Michael Wynn, Murray.
Junior offices:
President: Kerry Buckley,
Kevil; and Mark Graham,
Florissant, Mo.
Vice President• : Bill Briggs,
Louisville.

(ContlnuPd to pare 2A)

TAKE 'EM AWAY! 197.C·75 Hhield buslneu manager, Gary Dun·
can, Independence, Mo., Ia cartlnr the new Shield to Meeting
Room• 1 and 2 whert~ atudt'ntl' can pick it up Monday between 8
a .m. and .C p.m. Student Identification carda mu11 be presented
before a book can be iuued. 10'1 mu11t be presented for every
book requelted.

Prince proposes
restructure plans

What a racket

KEVIN CONBOY (ritht) watchea h la fa t he r J oh n ret into the
1wlnt of thlnes. Tennla p layen took to t he court.l thla wNk aa
1prin1 aPeml to have finally arrived In Murray,

Faculty vote

Plans to :restructure the
College of Creative Expression
at Murray State University
were
recommended
to
President Constantine W.
Curris in March by Dr. Joe
Prince, dean of the College.
Prince's proposal included
provisions to combine the
present journalism and communications department.a into
a department of journalism
and radio-television. A depart·
ment of speech and theatre
would also be formed from
present speech and theatre
divisions.

Dr. Curris said a decision on
whether' to accept. the propo.c;al
would probably be made at the
Board of Regents meeting
Monday.
Under the present structure
the communications department, headed by Dr. Ray
Mofield, includes divisions of
radio-television and speech.
Theatre arts is a separate
division and journalism is a
separate department.
The new structure regroups
these areas for a better balance
(Continued to paae 3A)

Tenure policy is voted acceptable by MSU faculty
Murray State University's faculty
voted Wedneaday and Thursday to
decide if they would accept a new tenure
policy recommendation.
The tenure policy recommendation is
the ;result or balloting on tenure
proposals which took place March 2122. A total of 262 of 404 eligible faculty
members voted in that election.
Major differences in previous tenure
policy proposals centered primarily
around who would be eligible for tenure.
In the proposed tenure policy all full.
time faculty members, holding any rank
who are employed one-half time or more
in teaching any credit cou1'888 are
eligible for tenure following a
probationary period, including athletic
coacbea who spend one-half of their
time teaching credit courses.
.F aculty that are employed as teachers
in the Murray University School will be
eligible for tenure in that school only.
Faculty that are employed in "soft"
money positions are eligible for tenure.
Faculty membera who may be employed to teach temporarily in a
regularly established and continuing
degree prorram because of the temporary reasaignment to a "soft'· money

position of another member would be with the faculty states that if a faculty
eligible for tenure.
member requests specific oral and/or
written reasons for denial of tenure,
The proposed policy includes insuch reasons shall be provided by the
structors as eligible for tenure and ataes
appropriate recommending agency or
that they are subject to the "tenure or
agencies.
out" provision.
[f the faculty votes to accept the
Department chairmen, to be eligible
proposed tenure policy recommendation
for tenure, must teach 50 percent or
then it will be passed on to President
more of the time.
Constantine W. Curris for his approval.
The faculty overwhelmingly voted
"My inclination is to support moat of
down a clause that provided for the apwhat the committee has recommended,"
pointment of a faculty member as a lecDr. Currie said when asked about the
turer.
tenure policy report.
One of five amending petitions was
If Dr. Curm approves the report it
supported by both the ad hoc policy then must be submitted to the Board of
review committee and faculty. It atated Regents for their approval. The Board
that faculty in the profe811ional libraries has the option to accept the report in its
services should be considered for tenure. entirety, acc::ept parts of the report or
Although the committee did not sup- reject the proposal completely.
port any other amendment, the faculty
If the tenure policy recommendation
voted to include two other petitions. is passed by the faculty and the Board
They are that each department shall be of Regents, faculty members that will be
entitled to one tenured representative considered for tenure this spring will
on the College Tenure Committee for have the option to be reviewed under
each unit of five membera {or fraction current tenure .policy or the new tenure
thereoO in the department. Those policy, according to Dr. Curris.
representatives shall be eJected within
At a Faculty Senate meeting held
each department by majority vote of all Tuesday, a petition urging faculty mem·
membera of the deP.rtment faculty.
bers to vote no on the propoeed tenure
The other petition that 1ained favor policy waa issued.

In addition, a petition supporting the
adoption of an amended tenure policy
statement authorized by the executive
committee of the local chapter of the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) was passed out to
faculty members present. On Wednesday
the petition was mailed to all faculty
members.
Changes between the AAUP
document and the proposed petition are
that the AAUP document establishes
teaching performance as the primary
criterion for awarding or denying
tenure.
The AAUP document clarifies the role
of the University tenure committee as a
reviewin1 body rather than a recom·
mending agency and clarifies the basis
for presidential recommendations.
Also there is a change that clarifies
the ,o ptions and procedure for non·
tenured faculty employed before the
adoption of the new policy.
On recommending the AAUP
document Dr. Currie aaid, "I have not
~n the amended policy. Until 1 see
exactly what petition is being presented
and the resulta of the petition ballot, I
do not wish to comment."
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in the news
Two spring classes added
Two spring-oriented classes have been added to Murray
State University's Life and Learning ptogram offeted by the •
Center for Continuing Education.
"Home Gardening" and "Basic Crappie Fishing'' classes are
scheduled from 6-8 p.m. Monday nights beginning Aptil 7, ac·
cording to Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of continuing education.
Information regatding enrollment may be obtained by con·
tacting the MSU Center for Continuing Education.

TB clinics offered next u:eek
Two free clinics to test students for blood pressure and tuber·
culosis will be held next Tuesday and Wednesday.
The Kentucky A~ociation of Nursing Students are sponsoring the clinics from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. on both days in Student
Union Bldg. Meeting Rooms 3 and 4.

Brannon speaks at seminar
"The World Food Problem--Retrospect and Ptospect" is a
seminar scheduled for 1:30 p.m. today in Room S-205 of the
Applied Science Bldg.
Dr. Russell Brannon, professor of agricultural economics at
University of Kentucky, is speaker for the event sponsored by
the Murray State University College of Business and Public Af.
fairs and the agriculture department.
Brannon is a specialist in economic development, with particular reference to agriculture. He has published two books
and numerous articles on aspects of economic development and
food production.

University School
is still open issue
After meeting with Murray
State University School faculty
on March 20, President Constantine W. Curris said he had
not yet made a decision on
whether to recommend that the
University School remain open
or be closed, but that
discussion of the subject would
take place at the Monday
Board of Regents meeting in
Owensboro.
According to Dr. Curris,
"The main thrust of the
meeting was a discussion of the
value of the University School
to Murray State and our
elementary
education
program."
Jo Lovett, assistant director
of Uniyersity S~hool, said that

the facu lty of the school
requested the meeting in order
to voice their opinions and
make it clear that they felt the
University School shou ld
remain open.
Dr. Curris said that in the
event the school should dose
the University would have a
moral obligation to any full
time faculty member for at
least one year after the school's
closing. Yet, following that year
tenured people would be given
first consideration for any
available positions in which
they were qualified.
He added, ''I don' t believe
the University should create
jobs if the jobs are not
available."

FOR ALL THOSE
SPECIAL OCASIONS

Prince--pa1e
(Con tiuu ed from

lA)

in department size, according
to Dr. Cur ris, as well as
reorganizing for more related
deparbnent content.
No changes in study
programs
or
degree
requirements would result from
the reorganization, Dr. Curris
said.
Dr. Ro bert McGaughey
would be chairperson of the
journalism and radio-ielevision
department, according to
Prince's proposal. Dr. Vernon
Gantt would be named chairperson of the speech and
theatre department.
The art department, with Dr.
Robert Head as chairperson,
and music, headed by Dr.
Richard Farrell, would remain
as they are.

Intersession
Students interested in
taking classes during interselll\ion should come to
the Registrar's.Office before
May l, according to Nancy
Wilkerson.
During this time students
may pre-register and pick up
their registration packets
either May 1 or 2.
Wilkerson said students
not taking advantage of preregistration will have to
register May 12 and start
classes that same day.

~~c1.

~

paid pollucal ad¥ertl .. ment

Trina Habecker
for
Junior Class
:tb Representative
~o

Super Special
Factory Close-Out

Guitar Sale
Just right for
"knock around" guitars!
Great For Beginners

sil

$15.00

Each

Hurry While They Last!

Chuck~

~t

Music Center
'i'5:l-3682

1411 Main

'P"lcl poiiUcal

ttdv.,.iloe ~antt

ELECT Me-l'm A Worker.
Prove It!

• Homecoming Chairman past two years.
• Vice-President of Student Activities Board.
• Chairman of the committee that proposed the new constitution that passed.

A Proven Worker!

At Lindys 19th Hole.
Five (5)
19 ¢ Hainburgers
for ..

no coupon needed.

SEE

'Ihe

ShoWcase

Next doo r to Pet World

,411

1 •

\ ;

Plus Ky. sales tax

~

~c~

~\)

60¢

'l

~c:r

GOOD FRI.,
SAT. & SUN.
APRIL 4-5-6
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Perspective
Important meeting-Wrong place
Many important issues affecting a
great number of people will be
discussed in Monday's meeting of
the Murray State University Board
of Regenta, which will be held in
Owensboro at Gabes Motor Inn at
9:30 a.m. Monday.
According to President Constantine W. Curris, subjects which
will be on the agenda or will be
discussed at the meeting include: the
University budget; the aquisition of
the Hurley Estate; the proposed
closing of the University School; a
change of chairman in the history
department; the reconstruction of
the College of Creative Expression;
the new tenure policy; approval of
the new Student Government constitution; and two resolutions which
include making the Student Union
Bldg. into a Library annex and the
building of a new student center.
It is our contention that with
issues of this import, the Board of
Regents should consider moving the
meeting back to Murray so that it
will be accessible to those people
who are affected by the issue. We
feel that when such a large number
of people are affected by a decision,
feedback from the affected parties is
a beneficial faCtor ih ..ma1ftrig tEI8}5onsible, logical decisions.
Dr. Carris told the News that the
decision to hold this Board meeting
in Owensboro was made in December. According to Dr. Curris, MSU is

a regional university so ita activities
must go out into the region.
Dr. Curris also added that the
Board of Regents meetings have not
drawn a large turnout in the past
and that they did not expect a large
turnout for this one.
We feel, however, that these are
rather shaky reasons for making the
discussion of important subjects
inaccessible to the majority of the
people affected when one considers
that the very livelyhoods of a number of people are at stake.
Granted, the decision t o hold the
meeting at Owensboro was probably
not originally intended to shut
people out of the meeting because
most of the issues at hand have
come up recently, but now that these
issues have to be discussed we feel
the meeting should be moved back
here.
Gene Roberts, Student Government Association president and
member of the Board of Regenta,
said that be was in favor of having
the meeting at Owensboro, but that
he was "not sure this was the best
time to do it.''
Dr. C.E. ~ward, chairman,
Board of Regents, was not accessible
for comment at the time of this
writing.
We feel that the Board of Regents,
due to the circumstances involved,
should strongly consider moving the
Owensboro meeting to Murray.

f

A look at the candidates---Brewer is currently serving as
chairman of the Student Academic
Council. He is a member of Alpha
Chi national honorary society.
Brewer is a veteran of Viet Nam.

Fayte
Brewer
Fayte Brewer is a candidate for
Student Government pret!ident. He
is originally from Texas but more
recently he makes his home in
Mayfield . Brewer, a 26-year-old
senior, is majoring in agriculture.

Brewer is interested in ''reform in
Student Government so Student
Government will be more responsive
to student needs and more actively
· representative." He feels that SGA
iM a very beneficial organization on
campus.
SGA "definitely needs im provements," according to Brewer.
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He says, "Student Government
needs more active members to get
the job done rather than just being
concerned with getting elected. Also,
the students should have more voice
in administration."

such. Their power is achieved
because non-fraternity people don't
take time to express themselves. So,
it is non-fraternity people who give
fraternities power.
"Stuoents can't pick beads of
departments and have no voice in
On the topic of apathy, Brewer the appointing of deans. The Universaid "The SGA has to show students sity is a dictatorship where students'
that they can deal with their needs rights are vetoed," he said. He feels
and get more student interest by get- that the studenta' rights are not
ting positive things done.'' He says, properly observed on campus.
"Students could be more informed
by better and more active SGA
Brewer says people should vote
members."
for him "to have someone to stand
Brewer also has an opinion on up for their rights to the ad-·
cam pus fraternities and sororities. ministration and faculty. They need
"They serve a useful purpose, but to get somone in charge of SGA who
the .s hould not be allowed to is responsive to the needs of students
dominate SGA. They are social and someone to whom they canorganizations and should remain as come with their problems.''
Edltor'a Note:
The editora and ataft' of
the Murray Slate New. encourage readere to aubmit
leUera, photograph•, article•
and cartoons for poaaible
publication.
Letter• ahould be brief
(260 word• or le11) and to
the point. Submitted lettera
ehould be typewritten and
doubleapacecl. Letter• muet
be mped and contain an addreee or they cannot be
publiahed. Name• can not be
withheld.
The edlton reeerve the
rlrht to e d it eumltted
material to conform to
leaath and etyle. Every effort will be made to preaerve

the meaning and content.
Libelou• or diatuteful let·
ten will be rejected.
Guest articlea may be f'l'om
260 to 750 worde and will
follow the eame etandard•
ae letten.
Orielnal photorraph• and
cartoon• will be accepted by
the Newa for publication. All
photo• muR be black and
white. Cartoou ahould be
nbmitted on heavy, white
paper.
Deadline for eubmitted
material• le Monday before
the Friday publication date.
All eu bmitted material•
become the property of the
Mui'TGy State New..
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- - - - - - - A look at the candidates
Cathy
Cole
Cathy Lynn Cole is a 21-year-old
senior from Paris, Tenn. and is one
of three persons this spring seeking
the office of Student Government
Association president.

Cole said that her last three years
at Murray have been spent "as an
active member of SGA." This year
she was secretary of the SGA and
last year she was secretary of the
Student Activities Board.
She said that having participated
in the past, she feels she has gained
the experience and insight which
would cause her to be more aware of
many ·of the student's needs and the
vital processes that the SGA
should
perform. Cole is also a
member of ODK which is a leadership and scholarship fraternity.
Cole termed her one main objective as "To see that students get
the representation they're entitled to
through their representatives in
SGA." She said, "This can be ac-

Jim
Dickens
Jim Dickens of Louisville is a candidate for president of the Student
Government Association. He is a 21year-old senior majorin1 in speech.
He is a member of Delta Sigma RhoTau Kappa Alpha, honorary debate
fraternity.
Dickens has had experience on the
Residence Hall Planning Advisory
Board. He was involved in student
government in high school. He considers his most important
qualifications as "energy and int.ere!it.''
"
Dickens is primarily interested in
keeping students informed. "SGA
has been confined to their office.
They need to get information to the
students. Members should get out
and talk to students. Too many sit
around too long.''
Dickens feels that the SGA i!'; an
extremely important' organization
"as long as it solicits student

take a position to find out what
students want and a lso students'
ideas and called for more surveys of
student opinion and for students to
To create representation, Cole come to SGA with what ever
said that communication between problems they had. "The SGA's
SGA and students is essential. She main goal is to remember that as
said that she would like to see the SGA members we do not represent
SGA take a more active role in the ourselves but the students.
Cole said that to reach this obrecruiting of new students and in the
freshman or ientation process. "This jective there has to be more interest
would give students coming to and enthusiasm among students
Murray an opportunity to become toward SGA. SGA also needs to
familiar with SGA and how SGA become as representative, impartial
works in trying to represent them." and diligent as possible.
Cole said, "Participation between
Cole sai~ that regardless of a
the students and SGA is most im- student's choice for president the
portant, for without working students should get out next week
together there can never be any real and vote. She added, "That's what
success." She said the SGA should its all about."
complished adequately with
organization, communication and
participation.''

backing.'' He likes the organization
the way it is. "But it needs to be
more in touch with the students,'' he
said. "It's too factionalized and too
many people want to do too many
things."
Improvements Dickens would like
to see include more convoca tions.
"SGA members need to go before
dorm
gr o up s
an d
o th e r
orpniza tions a nswering questions
as to what they're doing," he said.
Student8 on campus, according to
Dickens, are not well informed.
"Many times the newspaper doesn't
carry out what's going on. The
media here could carry meetings,"
he says. Much of the campus's
problems arise from this not being
inf'ormed,he says.
Dicken~ feels that there is a
definite problem on campus. c~ncerning apathy. "Fault lies with the
SGA, administration and students.
The SGA must at least try and the
administration has to listen and
act,' ' he says.
Student rights is an area in which
Dickens feels the students are
generally treated fairly. "From
examples 1 know, rights are pretty
well observed. People get what they

ask for around here," he said. He
thinks that students should have
some say in picking deans and
department chairmen, but he feels
that the final decisioti should rest
with the administration. He says,
"student ,; can be influenced by personality rather than by skill."
Dickens says that fraternities a nd
sororities influence people. He says,
though, that they do not have that
much power in SGA as fa r as issues
are concerned.

Welcome back
st~dents!
Stop in. ~nQ see us . ,
We Missed You
We t ruly appreciate your business

T.V.Central
Service
Center
Shopping Center
753-5865

"near the Krocer Store"

~--~~~~~~=---~============-===~

-AOVJ-:RTISING POLICYThe Murray State News
is
a
non-profit
orcanization serving aa a
laboratory to r 1tudents
an d Is published weekly.
The advertising ratea tor
the News are 11.20 per
column in'cb for local ads
and 12.80 per column inch
tor national ads. The
Mur ray State New• I• serviced by the Natlonl\l
E ducational Advertiainl
Services, Inc.
No ad smaller tha n 1
column by one inch will be
accepted. Advertising for
beer, liqu or ud wi ne will
not be accepted. Ada that
are in poor taste, ob•cene
a nd con1lder ed libelou s
will not be accepted. The
News reserve• the rlrbt to
retu•e any and all ada.
All national ada not
placed through N.E.A.S.
must he prepaid befor e
they wlll run in the MSU
New•. Deadlines for entry
of an ad is Monday, prior
to the publication date and
any 11dvertl111er wishing to
' cancel an ad muat do so by
6 p.m. on Tuesday prior to
the publication date. For
More Information ,c all the
Murray State Neweroom at
762-t468 or 762·4491.

APARTMENTS AND
MOBILE HOMES
FOR RENT
completely furnished
..... ,.. .... ,...... .... .,'-'Y
air conditioned
one, two & three bedroom s
complete park facilities
c_a rpeted & paneled
heated pool
city water, sewage
free garbage collection
golf putting green
free tv cable
croquet & horse shoe courts
Mobile Home Lots !ilso for rent
laundry facilities
future reservattons now
2-bay car wash
being taken
~ fo.wtt4
picnic area (gas grills)
U. S. H it~Wiy 641 1111~
Minty, l t1ttcky 42071
children's playground

..............

Tt ltp..l l (S02) 753-3210
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lfor your information;
BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION
Sixty-seven BSU choir members spent spring break on their
annual choir tour. They sang in
Kentucky, Weat Virginia, Pennsylvania, Waahin,ton D.C.,
Virginia and Tenneuee. The
hi&h point of the tour wu
ainging on the Capitol steps
and in the Senate Bldg. The
choir ia directed by Steve
O'Neal.
Georp Lewia, Mayslick. baa
been choeen Men for Christ
chairman.

SIGMA NU
The brothen of Sigma Nu
will be entertainin« offioere
from their national headquarters thia week.

KANS

Oldham, Wheatcroft; Rhonda
Johnston, Nebo.
Teni Witter, Eureka, Ill.;
Jeff Johnson, Covington, Va.;
Natalie Alagna, Champairn,
Ill.; Eva Lantrip, Carutheraville, Mo.; Mary Beth Todt,
Sikeston,
M o.;
F ra nces
Thalmann, Brentwood, Tenn.;
Sheila Black. Lanaiq, Ill.;
Nancy J o Burcham, Clinton;
Yolanda Smith, Ca iro, Ill.;
Barbara Lamb, H amilton,
Ohio;
Larry Bohannon,
Charleston, Mo.; Tom Sharp,
Ru.aeellviUe; Patrice Bradley,
Columbia.
Ron Eacobedo, Fort Kno._;
Me& Hunter, River Ridge, La.;
I...iaa Lareen, Durham, Conn.;
Susan McCann. Kirksey and
Jane Smelaer, Lilbourn, Mo.

The Kentucky Auociation of ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Spring formal will be held
Nursing Students will sponsor
two free clinics Tuesday and tonight at Ken -Bar Inn.
Wednesday honoring Student Banquet will begin at 7 p.m.
Nuraing Week. The clinic will and the dance starts at 9 p.m.
The pearl lavalier was given
be a blood presaure clinic and a
TB skin testing clinic. The
clinics will be held in Meeting
Room 3 of the SUB from 9 a .m.
to 4 p.m. both days. All
atudenta are urged to attend
the clinics.

Sarah
Coventry
.,_.__.~RINGS t...___,

SGA PRESIDENT

to Emily Greene, Mt. Sterling
thia month.

'

'Live Theater'
will present
lovers' show
A prc~~ram for "lovers'' of all
apa will be apoa.ored by the
Univenrity Theater at 8 p.m.
Tbunday. Laurel Productions
of New York City will preeent
"Shakespeare' a Loven" including aoenea from auch worb
aa " R omeo and J u liet,"
" Hamlet." " Aa You Like It,"
"The T Pting of the Shrew,"
"Richard
and "Tbe Winter'• Tale.''
In 1973 Laurel Productions
was selected by the National
Entertainment Conference to
participate in their "Live
Theater on Campus" project.
Admiasion ia $1.60 or $1 with
a aeuon ticket.
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April 9 & April 10
Rep resentati ve--l m pa rtia l--Ex pe ri enced
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SGA Election Days
April 9 & 10
Regardless
of
the
candidate, make your votes
count. Polls in SUB & Hart
Hall. Polls open 9 a.m. - 6:30
p.m.

GAMMA BETA PHI
The next meeting of
Murray' a chapter of Gamma
Beta Phi will be Tueeday at 7
p.m. in Room 320 of the
Science Bldg.
Gamma Beta Phi would like
to welcome the&e new members : Lana Aldridge, Marion;
Maretta Mattingly, Jeffersontown; Annie Oakley, Indianapolis, Ind.; Charlotte
Barnette, Eminence ; Cindy
Chittenden, Hampton; Debbie
Alford._ Jackson.. Tenll_.: Conni

CATHY COLE

'LAKESIDE SINGERS
I

II
!

Auditions
j(or ·
Summer 1975

ames: Sat. 6:00, :00
Sun & Wed 2:30, 7:30
Mon, Tues, Thur. Fri. 7:30 only
Reserved Perf. Tickets available for Evening Features-Buy up to
Wk. In Advance at Cine Boxoffice nltely
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·NOW thru Apr. 3
:15,9.: 05,2:3 0Sat,Su

April 7, 8
9-11 a.m.

3-5 p.m.

S pri ng Special
Tel. 753-9309

6thfloor FAA

NOW
Thru

April 12

Huge Selection·
of Fabrics! 99¢
MONIQUE FABRICS

iERROR rze'

IN llfE WAX MUSEUM
-Leslie Uggams •

Slim Pickens • Shelly Winters-

~

HE'S A NIGHTMARE COME TRUE !

~~--~----~----~~----~~--------------------~--------------------------~

AprU 4, 197&

Murray St.ate New•

Barry Manilow will perform
at UT Martin Tuesday night
career in arranging, writing
and producing for other
performers such as Bette
Midler and Sally Kellerman.
He has written and/or sung
numerous radio and TV jingles
including ''You deserve a break
today.... "

Auditions set
for theater;
summer acts
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ELECT
Betty Veatch
Junior
Clnss

Good only April 8, 9, 10

MATCH
no lim it

,..lei polllleal aclwrd•••nl

Elect...

ANNE ERWIN
--for-

SGA Secretary

. . . .·. . . ·.~~·. .-.. .·. .·rdae--·.- ---VOTE------------..
NOEL HUDSON
Presently an
Independent
Representative

Chosen
Ideal
Freshman Man
at M.S.U.

for

the Freshman Class.

SOPHOMORE REPRESENTATIVE
._..,...

Dry Cleaning Special
MIX
AND

Auditions for a summer
theater will be held at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the University
Theater. The auditions are
open to everyone 16 years old
or older who have some ability
in acting, singing and dancing.
The summer performances
will be given six days a week in
the state parks of western
KentuCky. Salary for the season
will .range from $650 to $750.
In addition, a total of six
aemester hours in Theater Arts
103 and 104 or Theater Arts
515 or 516 will be offered.
Ten to twelve other members
will be needed in the company
for promotion, technical or
costume work.

SGA Election Days
April 9 & 10
Regardless
of
the
candidate, make your votes
count. Polls in SUB & Hart
Hall. Polls open 9 a.m. - 6:30
p.m.

3

for

1.69

Trousers
Skirts (plain)
Sweaters

All Week Special

llan~r~ t~ ~e!.c~n'
All Shirts In Excess
of 5 At Aegu lar
Low Price

Coupons must
accompany
garments

5/99¢

0neHOUR
DRY CLeaneRS
Central Shoppinl Center
Store Hours:
7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

GOOD ALL DAY
EVERY DAY~

Full Chicken Dinner
3 Pieces Chicken
Cole Slaw - French Fries
2RoUs

Picnic Box
2 Pieces Chicken
Frencll Fries
1 RoD

$141

Mini Snack

$1 99
79
9 Pieces • • • • • • • • • • • $2
69
12 Pieces • • • • • • • • • • $3
49
15 Pieces ........... $4
19
21 Pieces • • • • • • • • • • $6
99
49 Pieces. • • • • • • • • $13

6 Pieces • • • • • • • • •••

1 Piece Oddlen

Fnmdl Fries
11oA

694

Co/1753-7992 ... We Will Hove Your Order Ready

The Palace

J

l
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Board of Regents to decide

1

!
•

Dr. Burke- history chairman? ~ $
At Monday' a Murray State
University Board of Regents
meetinr, the recommendation
made by Dr. Kenneth Harrell,
dean of the College of
HumanisticStudies,to name Dr.
Robert Burke as new history
chairman,is expected to be on
the agenda.

Dr. Harrell stated that he
would not comment on the
nature of the proposed change
to replace current head Dr.
James Venza until after the
Board of Regents meeting on
Monday.
"They (Board of Regents) are
the ones that will ultimately

·(""""___c:a~encJGt
_____o_f_e_w_n_t_s_ __,)
TODAY
Art workshop by Jerry Ferstman, sculptor and printmaker
from University of Kentucky, 1 p.m., Room 151A, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.

SUNDAY, APRIL 6
Murray Magic Theatre: "The Threepenny Opera," 7 p.m.,
!..Jniversity School Auditorium, free admiaaion.

THURSDAY, APRIL 10
American Revolution Bicentennial Symposium: speakers at
9:30 a.m., 10 a .m. and 1:30 p.m. at University School
Auditorium. Banquet at 8:30 p.m., SUB Ballroom.

c·

)

placement
MONDAY, APRIL 7

Fayette County Schools, Lexington, secondary and elementary ~achera.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance, Paducah, full-time jobs
for seniors, part..time campus jobs for fteahmen, sophomores
and juniors.

THURSDAY, APRIL 10
IBM, Evansville, Ind., aales, marketins support repreaentative. (any major, communications very important).
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accept or reject the recommendation. The decision is up
to them," he stated.
Dr. Harrell based his refusal
to comment on feelings of the
Board of Regents members on
the fact that the publication of
news stories concerning the personalities and events involved
in a recommendation of this
type tend to tie the hands of the
Board somewhat.
Dr. Burke felt that a recommendation of this type was not
all unusual. "I feel that this
was a routine administrative
decision," Burke reasoned.
In the past a change in the
chairmanship of the history
department was done through
an election process within the
department rather than by appointment.
Dr. Burke felt that both
systems, administrative appointment and the election
S)'lltem, both have pros and
cons.
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ONE DOLLAR OFF
Regular Dinner Price
.
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:offer Good With This coupon EVERY:
: Tuesday and Wednesday Evening Bet-:
•
•:
.ween
4:30 and 8:00. Coupon Good
:• Tbru April 30!
:•

SAC meeting
to compose
evaluations
Formulation of teacher and
course evaluation forma will be
the purpose of a meeting Monday at 7 p.m. by the Student
Academic Council (SAC), according to Fayte Brewer, SAC
chairman.
The meeting is o~n to the
public and will be held in
Meetina Room 4 of the Waterfield Student Union Bldg.
f'
Brewer aaid the SAC intends
to make theae forma available J
to students sometime tbia
semester. He explained that
students would be given an opportunity to evaluate their instructors and claaaes in many
areas on tbeee forma.
Some would include a
teacher's abilities, methode
and how grades are ·fixed .
The
results
of
the
evaluations will be made
available to students durin~
registration next fall.

.................

~
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For somethir)g different in

Wedding Photography
Phone 75 3-7360

photography by... '
Wilson Woolley
caN now for Slifli'rier wfiddilg bookings.

MSCFs Swimwear Headquarters!

ANG

•

i
i•

Swimwear for
Every Body!
Browse through
one-piece mioa

and

the large collection of bikinis,
the outrageous " string". Only

a $3.00 deposit will hold your selection In layaway at
Bright's. Vivid solids S15.00 to $38.00

Murray

lOA

Stat~

April 4, 1976

Newl

'Breds win big over break;
on way to record season

'

While many Murray State
Siemanowski passed the 1967
University students were taking .record with a grand slam
in the Florida sunshine during homer, a two-run double and a
spring break, the •Breds two-run homer in the flfth.
baseball players were proving
In the third inning of t he
themselves as one of the top same game, the 'Breda tied the
teams in the nation as they won school record for most runs
15 games against no losses in scored in one inning as they
their 10-day vacation series.
cr068ed the plate 15 times.
Mike Sims, the leading pit·
The 'Breds extended their
record to 25-1 and recorded cher on this year's squad, won
shutouts against Rutgers two games during the 15 game
University. 15-0, North Dakota, series which boost his season
record to 7-0.
7-0 and 4-0, and Brown 4-0.
Senior southpaw Randy
Sims needs three more vicOliver pitched two shutout tories to own the most wins in a
Games against Rutgers and season at MSU, and also to
Brown. Oliver had a perfect move him into second place in
game going for the first four in- overall career wins at the
nings against Hutgert4 but lost Univeraity. He presently as 18
it when Keith Dartnel, the career triumphs.
second batter in the fifth inning
The Thoroughbreds out·
trippled to center field .
standing overall team batting
The North Dakota shutouts average of .339 explains much
were gained under the pitching of their success. Jack Perconte
of Glenn Petersen, who threw a is the individual leader hitting
no-hitt~r. and Terry Brown.
.444 this season.
The Thoroughbreds broke
Coach Reagan's team has
two school records this past recorded some high scores.
week. The oldest was a 1963 They beat Rutgers aU three
mark surpassed by Oliver who times 15-0, 11· 2 and 21-10. The
pitched 16 consecutive shutout strong Providence squad was
innings beating the old mark by defeated by the Breds 9·1.
two.
The MSU nine conquered
John Siemanowski, right- Chicago Circle three times and
fielder, broke the previous captured three tlgainst Brown
record of seven RBI'a in one also.
game by batting in nine runs in
North Dakota dropped five to
his team's 22-6 victory over the 'Breda, two of those being
North Dakota.
shutouts.

Mike's

un

• Under New ManQ8ement
• Honors personal checks {or the amo4tnt of purchtUJe.

''We're off to the best start
ever," said Coach Johnny
Reagan. "I've been extremely
pleased with the way things are
going thus far.
"Everything has been real
timely," he continued. "We've
been getting the good hitting
when we need it and our pit·
ching has been better than we
expected."
Reagan indicated that the
team has suffered a number of
injuries which may catch up to
them soon.
Three players have already
been benched for the remainder
of the season because of in·
juries. They include pitcher
Mark Wezet and infielders
Greg Tooley and AI Luigs.
The 'Breds will play today
against Purdue and Providence
at 1 and 3 p.m. Tomorrow the
team will face rivial Western
Kentuckv.

• FREE OIL CHANGE when you show the receipts
from $300 worth of 1/(U p urchases from the station.
fi'iltt~r n?l

includtd.

- S. 4th Street-

Jeny Sta/lons Coins
14 10 Glendale, Murray, Kentucky
10 a.m. to 6 pm. Monday thru Saturday

We have a complete line of U.S. and
Canadian Coins and Supplies

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Buy-Sell-Trade
Estate and Insurance Appraisals
Mail Orders Available

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Winner of the $5.00 Gold Piece was... lewial.,., IHte 1, •yfleW.
The Winners of the Proof Sets were ... SeiUe Lnrence, Murrwy·lil HllhHII, New Conctnl ·
Gin ..._,, Trf City.

We Guarantee all our coins to be genuine
Your satisfact ion is our No. 1 Priority

Owner

ANA -- LM 1453
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BACK
"" .TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
" oNE TIME ONLy· ..· .
Photo by Bob Rinella
DON DERRINGTON, the 'Br ed e ftret baeeman from E vanevtlle,
Ind., a ppear• t o be ewintfnt for the 316 ma r k. Derrinrton ,
however , eettle d for an infield II'OUnder much to tbe ca tch er '•
relieve.

/TAAT AT THE TOP
I

EHECUTIVE REJPOOJ181LITY
AnD A /ALARY TO mATCH
The United St1tes Air Force offers some unique
ctreer-startinr aclvantJ1ts to men a11d women
- $8Riors or 1raduate students between
20"12 and 26"12 years old. After ~rraduatlnr
from Officer Traininr Scllool, you'll receive a
startln1 iiiCOme of over S 11.200 with 1uto·
malic Increases plus promot•on in rankand an outstandinl benefit pro1ram includ·
inr 30 days paid vacation per year. free
world.wide 1ir lrtvel, medical/dental ctre,
sponsored rraduate trainlnlo insurance
and much more. You handle decision·
maklna jobs in 1 variety of interest·
lng fields- m1ny with priceless
experience for civilian careers. Why
start It the bottom ••. when you can
take tlrly comm1nd as an
Air Force officer?

Lookup.
Be looked up to.
Ail Force

SSg l Robert L Kleeman
USAF RECRU ITING OFFICE
Cen!ury Bldg ., 1700 Broadway Sl
Paducah. KY 42001
Ph 502/442-2426

~~~
BIG HAMBURGER
'\
"
STEAK
~

$1.09~
Good Tue. and Wed.
April 8 & 9

THE PALACE
16th and Chestnut
ALWAYS OPEN 24 HOURS......

Murray falls in
Murray State University
finiahed eecond and third in

two triangular track meets
during spring break. The
Racers beat Miami of Ohio but
loet to Southeast Missouri in
the first meet and were
defeated by both VVestern
1llinois and Lincoln University
in the second.
Against SEMO and Miami
two school recorda were
broken. Kevin Caines jumped
49-1 1/2 in the triple jump and
Flip Martin cleared 6· 10'/4 in
the high jump.
Patmore Chatham and
Caines were first and second
respectively in the long jump
with 23-23/4 and 23-2 1/4.

~~Wets

Luter Flax won the 440-yard
daah with a 49.9 while M ike
Campbell was third with 50.3.
Martyn Brewer edsed out
Miami's Jaaon Lindsey to capture the thiee-mile run. Both
runners were timed in 14:10.
The 440-relay team of Joe
Patrick, Campbell, Flax and
Chatham won in a time of 42.7.
Campbell, Dennis Mabbitt,
Sylvester Onyekwe and Flax
teamed up to take the mile
relay in 3:19.5.
In the VVestern IllinoisLincoln meet, Martin broke the
high jump record again with a
leap of 6-103/4.

Chatham waa first in the
Ions jump with a jump of 23-10

and in the triple jump JOiJ1147.
4.

Murray dominated the threemile run by gaining the first
four placea. Brian Rutter
cr088ed the finiab line firat in
14:25 followed by Brewer
14:27, Clint Strohmeier 14:28.3
and Gordy Benfield 14:52.9.
Brewer and Benfield finished
second and "third in the mile
run with times of 4:16.1 and
4:16.8 respectively.
Lincoln edged VV estern
Illinois 69-68 and Murray
tallied 43.

Globetrotters to play here
The Harlem Globetrotters
will play a basketball game in
the Murray State ·Universi ty
Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m. on
April 15.
The game, which
is
sponsored by the Murray
Jaycees, will provide funds for
a scholarship at MSU and
charitable cauaes.
The Globetrotters have
played before more than 75
million people in 94 countries.
They have traveled over 8
million miles during their 49
seasons.

Ges se Ausbie

At halftime, fans will see
variety ahowa from around the
world.

Ph«!lO by Riek Orr

COACH .JOHNNY REAGAN "atebee ble team u lt pl~t,Je another
home p.me. After MOII d~t.J'• pmee the 'Brede "ere H-1 for the
....Oil.

for All Yo1r Sporting Needs, It's

DENNISON-HUNT SPORTING GOODS
-TENNIS CENTERClothes By...

.

Head, Court Casuai,AIIIe Mae,
Court King, Wilson ,

Rackets By •••
Head, Wilson, Dunlop, Rawlings
Spalding, Davis, McGregor,
(Good Selection of Junior Temis Rackets.
Rackets Restrung & Grips Replaced)

-----SHOE CENTER--

Just Arrived
Converse AII-S~ar Training Shoes
Selected for use by the U.S. Tearn for
the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal

and Converse
Canvas Shoes ($10.95), Suede ($16.95)
Tretorn Shoes ($19.95)
Adidas Tennis Shoes ($22.95),
Nlke Running & Tennis Shoes, Pumas

DuPont's query about paint
sends writers to West Ky•
.By KAJ SPENCER

Reporter
Jack McKeJney is a top paint

EACH CAR REFINISHED In Murray receina the peraonaJ tou ch.
All work includln• aandlnl(, cleaoing and buffing &. C'arefu lly
done by han d. Everytbln1 poaalble ia done to make t h e car look
.. rood. or better , than new.

Section B.
Auto Supplement
Murray State University
Apri/4, 1975

aaleaman for the DuPont Company. When that company's
public relations people found
out that Jack was Mlling one
whale of a lot of refinishing
acrylic lacquer in a fork-in-the·
road little town called Murray,
Ky. ,
they wanted to fmd
out why. ·rhe result has been a
atring of publicity for Murray
in nationally distributed
publications reaching over six
million readers across the
country.
James L. "Jim' ' Johnson,
executive
secretary
of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, has considered installing a revolving door to his
office to handle the stream of
eager writers Clocking to
chronicle the Murray used car
restoration industry.

the murray state

"The DuPon t PR man
telephoned me to confirm the
basic facts about our industry,
then sent three writers down
here to get the story," Johnson
explained. The reault was a
three-page story and picture
spread in the February 1973
issue of the Du Pont Refiniaher
News
a
little
p u blic
relations magazine the company sends to factoriea and
shops which use its products.
J ohnson notes that Murray
not only usee a lot of DuPont
and other brands of automobile
paint, but is also now testing
various waxes and chemical
refinishing compounds for some
major manufacturing companies. " However, Murray
doesn't use near the volume of
paint a new-car plant will use.
ThO&e plants buy paint by the
railroad tank car full. We are,
however, probably the largest
single market for automobile
refinishlng paint," Johnson explains.
David P. Garino, a top staff
writer for Dow Jones' W-all
Street Journal, heard about the
unusual automobile industry in
Murray, and came down to
write the t~tory for feature·
hungry New Yorkers.
The Dow Jones company first
ran an abstract of Garino's
story in its nationwide

publication, The National Ob·
server, which has a circulation
of 550,000. Then, on Friday,
Aug. 10, 1973 the front page
of the Wall Street Journal, a
1,250,000 circulation daily
business newspaper, bore a
story headlined: " [n Murray,
Ky., Folks Specialize in Making
Old Cars Good as New...Town
Builds Thriving Industry in
Refurbishing Used Autos."
Thit is the article that dubbed
Murray "The Used Car Capital
of the Country," a title which
has been popping up ever since.
Johnson said that Garino
stayed in Murray four days
researching his story. "I took
him around to several of our
largest shope, and he watched
the restoration of a <;ar from
start to finish," Johnson said.
A stringer for the National
Enquirer,
a
nationally
distributed tabloid weekly with
a circulation of 2,650,000 called
Johnson after the Wall Street
Journal story appeared, and
wrote another story with a
slightly different angle. It ran
in the O('t.
~ 1973 i'lsue of
the Enquirer.
The following summer
Robert Lund , of the giant
Hearst
publications
conglomerate, l·ame down to
(Continued on

.,.,e 28)

Murray- used car capital of the world?
By BE RRY CRAIG
Hlatorical Editor

Writing a history of the
automobile
reconditioning
business in Murray and
Calloway County is a difficult
job because no one knows much
about it. The enct date the
first fix.up shop opened here
never was recorded. However, a
number of ahops started just af.
ter World War II.
~ In an interview with Robert
Lund, Detroit Auto J:o~ditor for
Popular MechaniCB, James L.
Johnson, executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce, explained that "A lot of
our people went up to Detroit
to find work during the

depression. They came back
home after Wor ld War II and
brought their skills with them.
That's when the bu,iness really
got going-after World War II."
G.T. and Howard Brandon
were among the fuat to go into
the business. In 194 7 they star·
ted Brandon Brothers Used
Cars and Reconditioning and
headed for Detroit to buy cars.
On their first tTip, the Bran·
don brothers bought cars right
off the street. Howard acted as
buyer while G.T . stayed near
the telephone in a gas station
that served as kind of trading
post for out of town used car
buyers.
Howard
told
Popular

thday. Also, he must have been early entrants into the auto
MechaniC&' Lund that "I'd see
a car I thought would sell, a pretty responsible youngester reconditioning business. Retur·
maybe in a driveway and I'd because at the age of 15 he took · nins to Murray after World
ring the doorbell and ask if $10,000 in cash to Detroit to War II, Garland set out buying
they wanted to sell. Lot of buy cars. ''That.," he related to and fixing up cars to Mll.
times they'd laugh, but lot of Lund, ·~ight seem like a lot of Today, he literally does a
times they'd say, ' Sure, I'll sell cash for a teenager to be mil lion • dollar business.
carrying a round. But .I remem- Lassiter too, from his shop on
it to you.' "
Howard then would call G.T. ber one time four guys left here 12th Street, does an equally
in a car and between the four of lucrative buainesa.
at the station and G.T . would
In the 1950's fu-up shops
try to make a deal with one of them they had $161,000 cash
opened all over Murray. Rubin
the buyers. The Brandon& money."
Later, G.T. and Howard split James Moto!'S began operation
became so good at this
technique that G.T. often had up and started separate in 1954 and the next year Bill
closed a deal before Howard operations. Today, the Bran- Cruse Motor Sales opened for
dons, Eurie Garland and buaineas.
In 1958 Merrit
hung up.
Younger brother Howard has ' "Jiggs" Laseiter are among the Lawson began reconditioning
been involved with cars for a biggest in the business.
cars.
Like G.T. and Howard Bran·
long time. In fact, he owned his
(Continued on
38)
first car before his 11th bir- don, Garland and LaASiter were

.,.,e

Murray remains tops
in auto clean-up field
By MIKE CAMPBELL
Reporter

Let's make it clear from the
onset that thel'e is nothing
secret about the method which
the clean-up shops in Murray
use on their cars.
There aren' t any hidden files
anywhere which describe cleanup methods known only to a
select few shops in ' ae area.
Mu rray's clean-up method is
like an open book, it is t here·for
everyone to see. No one has to
send in a apy or a "plumbers
unit" to break into anyone's of·
fice in order to find ·secret
document&.
So why is it that the body
shops in Murray continue to
tum out pr oducts which a re far
superior to those done in
similar shops acr oss the
nation?
''Time, time, time," says
Gerald Tabers, owner of
Tabers' Body Shop and the
man whoee father opened the
first auch shop in Murray in
1937.
"The people here in
Murray apend double the
amount of time cleaning their

cars than thoee in other areas.
Each car gets individual treatment, all is done to make the
auto look new and unused,"
Tabers continued.
The time spent on each car
depends on the extent of work
to be done. However, each car
usually takes more than a day's
work. Every possible area, both
inside and out, is cleaned by
the men in the shop. Mats, .
seats, door panels, metal striJ)ll,
trunk and engine are all scrubbed and polished. Everything is
done to give the car ita original
gleam or to make it look even
better.
" Murray has the most
professional body men," says
Tommy Mohon, owner of
Mohons Cleanup Shop. "People
all over the United States are
looking for cars from Murray,"
be added.
The professionalism Mohon
spoke of could be aeen as his
employee Ronald
Fogle
meticulously stripped a car so
that he could clean every
po88ible spot within it.
(CoDtinued on pa•e 28)

ONE OF MURRAY'S elaima to f a m e, a
reftalabecl ear, leave• the amall collep toW~~.
About 10,000 can valaecl at appYC»D:m.ately $41
mDUOil are r eft11labecl each ye ar In Murray,
auaJd nt lt the uaec_l-car capitol of the Un ited
Statee. Murray'a riM to automotive atard om

be•ao alter World War 11 ancl baa coDtinae"d
antll toclay, att.racti111 buyera ud aellen from
arouacl the country. Durin1 the depl'eaaioD of
the thlrdea, nu1117 Calloway Coa11t1Jm.a went
11orth ftndin1 Joba In the auto lnduatry.
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Key to success-skilled workers •
(Continued from pare 18)

Murray with his photographer
spouse for four days. Johnson
introduced them around town
and showed them the shops,
and the result was a tremendous five-page picture story in
the September, 1974 issue of
Popular Mechanics,
the
1,700,000 circulation "how to"
magazine. Lund, automotive
editor for Popular Mechanics,
is also the editor of Motor
Magazine, another Hearst
automotive
publication
dedicated to the intricacies of
automobile
repair
and
restoration. A shorter version
of his original story appeared
in the March, 1975 issue of
Motor Magazine which has a
national circulation of 139,000.
Jim Johnson says that Time
magazine's staff reporter Dick
Woodbury has confirmed tht>
Murray automobile indu11try
story with him by telephone,
and he expects that giant news
magazine, with it~ 4.3 million
circulation, to run a brief story
about Murray as soon as its
crowded pages will permit.
Jim was also contacted by
the American Broadcasting

Corporation, which came to
Murray March 6 with a production crew under the leadership
of producer Betsy Aaron for a
feature on the "Reasoner
Report," that network's
equivalent to a broadcast news
magazine. Something mighty
impressive must be going on in
this town to stir up so much in·
terest.
What's all the fu88 about?
Murray is inhabited by
automobile restoration per·
fectionists. Twelve hundred
people in this little West Kentucky town restore 40 to 60
thousand used cars 'each year.
As David Garino pointed out,
that's more than three times as
many cars as
Murray
(population roughly 16,000) has
people. The total yearly sales
volume runs between $50 and
$60 million.
Business has fluctuated with
the recent gasoline shortages
and
the
recessionaryinflationary period experienced
this past winter, but things are
really beginning to pick up this
spring. The industry had to cut
back .)!tarting last September,
and December was the "bottom
of the trough" when nearly 500

workers were on lay-offs, but
Murray's 161 used car
restoration, clean-up and sales
businesses are hiring again,
and business is moving full
steam ahead.
With new car prices sky high,
it's a safe bet that Murray's
used car industry will be doing
brisk business for the
foreseeable future. Even if the
national automobile industry
swings to small cars or radical
new designs, it's difficult to
imagine that any problems will
be caused for Murray's shops.
They can still do the same
work, only on different cars.
But the reallr.ey to Murray's
succeSs has been its highly
skilled workers, who match
paint to perfection and aren't
afraid to use a little elbow
grease to bring out a shine and
clean up a car interior.
They don't just sweep out the
inside and buff the outside.
Every inch of a used car, from
trunk to grill, is washed, scrubbed, scoured and cleaned.
Dents are banged out and, in
cases where more extensive
work is needed, frames are
straightened, engines repaired,
drive trains rebuilt, interiors

reupholstered, vinyl tops
replaced or installed and dings
and chips to the finish filled
and painted to perfection. The
"piece de resistance" is that
famous "Murray finish," which
involves polishing several times
with spedally prepared compounds, then the application of
as many coats of wax as are
necessary for a brilliant shine.
How did it all get started?
During the Great Depre88ion
many inhabitants went North
looking for work. Some found it
in the automobile plants
around Detroit, and when they
returned in the late thirties and
early forties, the · used car
restoration business began in
earnest.
Today some of the largest
shops are run by men like
Eurie Garland, Howard Brandon and James "Jiggs"
La88iter. These shops deal in
such large volumes that they
sub-contract a Jot of work,
which
explains
the
proliferation of the many
smaller clean-up and fix-up
shops.
Ninety per cent of the used
cars that come through Murray
are wholesaled, and 75 per cent

• •

of that businesa is conducted
over the telephone. Buyers and
sellers deal with carK they
seldom see before sales are
made. Most of the cars aren't
over four years old, and an
average of $400 is spent in
restoring each of them. The
larger dealers will handle 200
to 250 cars per month. The industry was built by purchasing
cars in the North, fixing and
cleaning, and then wholesaling
them in the South and the Midwest. But now some dealers in
the North are selling to Murray
shops, then buying the same
cars back. That says a lot about
the quality work done here.
''We have the top people in
the nation here in Murray,"
says Jim Johnson. He holds few
fears that Murray will ever be
surpassed in this amazing
business.
Murray is on the map. Its
unique industry has been built
with the sweat and ingenuity of
some automotive relltoration
wizards, and with all the recent
recognition received by the
national media, it seems likely
that busines will expand to
meet whatever challenges the
future will bring.

Auto clean-up- (Continued from paae lB)

"There are some clean-up
men who have a atep by step
procedure which they follow
each time they do a car," says
Fogle. "However everyone does
basically the same thing."
Hal Cunningham who works
for Rhodes Clean-up Shop has
been in the bu11ines~ for eight
years. "Anyone can do it," says
Cunningham, "But we do
spend more time on cars in
Murray than they do in other
areas."
thought that Murray had a
secret compound
called
"Mustard" which they used on
the carl\ here. This compound
supposedly gave Murray cars
that extra shine.
Again thet;e is nothing secret
about this compound. It is
more widely known as "Mirrow

Glaze" and ran be obtained by
anyone.
The name "Mustard" is loc·al
to Murray. It became attached
to the substance when clean-up
men started putting the com·
pound in mustard dispensers
for squeezing it out onto the
cars. "Mustard" . has an oily
base and is usually applied hy
hand.
Who are Murray's closest
rivals? '''!'here are some fellows
in Alabama who are catching
up fast," says Tommy Mohon.
Patjence and care seem to be
the !!pedal traits of the body
shop men in Murray. Perhaps it
is time for our scientist to carry
out research in order to find
out if the Murray environment
has any special features which
reinforce these qualities in ita
body shop men.

Photo by Ed Wal1ton
A BRIGHT RED, two cylinder, 1903 Ford II one
ofthe rno1t unusual car• that may be found In

Murray, Thle unique automobile ll owned by
Howard Brandon.
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Auto auctions attract crowds
By TOM SCRUGGS
Reporter

On any Friday afternoon upwards
of
200
people
may be found with their hands
safely hidden in their pockets,
standing huddled between and
around rows of cars that slowly
inch their way through a
narrow building an
Paris,
Tenn.

AN AUCTIONEER leade the
bidding from a post on bie
1ide of a double row of care.

'fwo
auctioneers
simultaruously lead the bidding
from their posts on either side
of the double row of cars,
assaulting bystanders' ears
with a stereo effect of non-stop
"auctionese" chanting. This is

RECEIVING A T IP at one of tbe weekly auto auction• ean In•
creue the profita for the buyer. Dacuuing their etratec are two
aucllon·goere above. Auction• are an important medium for
dlllrlbuting the cars that are reconditioned in ahopa around the
Murrey community.
P h otoa by Rick Orr

how it is at Nan<'e' s weekly
auto auction in Paris.
Frank Nance first became involved in the auction business
40 years ago and has been
periodically active in it ever
since. He currently owns auctions in Paris and Paducah. He
has worked auctions in 27
states, selling not only
automobiles, but livestock, real
estate, antiques and household
goods.
Nance was born just west of
Murray in 1918. When he was
eight years old his family
moved to Paris and he im·
mediately began his life as a
salesman .
He
hawked
newspapers,
popcorn,
magazines and other sidewalk
marketable items.
His father opened a horse
and mule business and, at age
16, Nance persuaded his dad to
start the town's fmrt com·
munity livestock auction. The
auction was ahort..lived due to
strong competition from influential cattlemen who
initiated a rival company.
However, the one abort year the
sale was operating gave Nance
his first taste of the auction
business--a taste he became
determined to satisfy.
In 1939 Nance persuaded
Col. Fred Reppert, of Reppert's ·
School of Auctioneering in
Decatur, Ind . to let him
work on his farms and
buildings in exchange for
tuition. Immediately upon his
graduation in August . 1940,
Nance returned home and
acquired a position with the
Paris Livestock Commission
Company. In a few years he
was working four livestock
sales a week.
In 1947 he opened the auto
auction in an abandoued
building on the Paris Livestock
Commission grounds. A year
later he moved the auction to
its present site on Fairgrounds
Road. The business quickly

rose to become the leading auto
auction in the South.
In the mid '50's recession hit,
and Nance felt its hardest
blows. The breaking auto
market forced Nance to sell all
his holdings, including the
Paris Auto Auction, in order to
pay his debts.
Nance fought his way back,
taking on more jobs at the
larger auctions throughout the
nation. He was summoned
many times to sales where the
basic knowledge of how to
operate an automobile auction
was lacking.
I n the early '60's, he
became a real estate broker in
Paris,
developing land,
building homes and selling
real estate. ln1965 his love of
the auto auction business began
to haunt him again and he
bought into an existing auction
in Paducah. He updated the
building and grounds, and
sales immediately took a big
jump.
In 1969 be re-purchased the
Paris Auto Auction and
remodeled the building he had
originally built in 1948. Once
again,
under
Nance's
management, his auction
became quite .profitable.

Both of Nance' s sons and his
daughter attended Reppert's
School of Auctioneering and
are carrying on
the businesa.
Nance, his wife, his sons Frank
Jr. and Billy, their wives and
his daughter Gail Cherry now
run the business with the aid of
over 30 employees.
Frank Jr. said the Nance
Auto Auction sells the highest
percentage of cars put up for
bidd ing of all auctions in the
South. The sellers pay the suetion $35 if the car sells and $5
if it doesn't. The main reason
Nance gave for not selling even
more cars is that buyers use up
their money befor e they pur·
chase all they want.
They sell mainly for new car
dealers who bring in new car
trade-ins and to wholesale car
dealers. Nance said about 30
dealers from Murray regularly
attend the auction.
Only authorized car dealers
may take part in the auction.
Individual buyers may not bid.
Nance spent many years in
the auto auction business and
it now seems that, with his
children carrying on in the
business, the Nance name will
always be a part of the auto
auction industry.
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Auto ·Auction
Car dealers do th£ir bidding;
a split second is all it takes

UPPER LEF"r Thia ia how it ia every Friday at Nance'•
Auto Auction in Paria. The two auctioneer.
aimultaneoualy lead the bidding from their posta on
either aide of the double row of cara, and t.he buyera' ear•
are aaaaulted with a stereo effect of non-stop "auc·
tioneae" chantinlf. UPPER RIGHT The buyer• examine
cara while carefully keeping check on how m u ch they
have apent. Moat buyera find they have spent aU their
money lone before they have boueht all the cars they

want. The Nance busine11 i8 probably the leading auto
auction in the South. BELOW According to Nance about
30 dealera from Murray retularly attend the auction,
which aells mainly for new car dealers who bring in their
new car trade-ins. All makea of can may be found at the
Parla Auto Auction, however, only authorized car dealers
may take part in the auction. Individual buyera may not
bid.
Pbotot by Rick Orr
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Murray known nation wide
as car reconditioning center
By MIKE O'MAR
Reporter

"Used Car Reconditioning
Center USA" is a title that
seems to apply to Murray, Ky.
Our city will recondition
around 50,000 cars this year
with a total retail price value
in the neighborhood of $45
million.
Between the rough used cars
usually purchased in the north
(Detroit, Chicago, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati) to the smooth, slick
finiRhed cars that leave Murray
th ere are several steps in the
reconditioning prtx:ess.
About $400 to $500 worth of
repairs and dean .up work are
put into a car getting it ready
for !isle or for purcha!!ing by a n
individual duler.
The first !!tep in the process
t!l to check the car for
mechanical work that might be
needed. Are thPre parta ~at
are worn or need replacing?
Are valves dirty and knocking?
l~; the tra nsmission and drive
train in good condition? Often
a general engine tune· up is
needed.
Next the car goes to tht! body
shop, if nece.~ary. Any dents
are taken out and hondo and
filler ae applied if they are
needed. A general '!moothing
out of the car is done, preparing
it for the sanding and priming
process. Sanding requires a
great deal of "elbow power"
and many man hours, but,
when completed, the car is
ready to paint.
After the car is painted a
vinyl top is often added as this
increases the resale value of the

car. The windshield ia replaced
A good reconditioning job
if it is cracked or shattered, and can nearly double the value
tires are checked and replaced and the endurance of a good
if necessary.
used automobile, and with the
Next, the car is sent to the pit "Murray Finish.'' it's no won·
area, Here the engine is washed der this Western Kentucky
and cleaned thoroughly with town bas come to be known as
special degreasing compounds. the used car reconditioning
The carpets are taken out, capital of the USA.
cleaned, ahampooed, dried and
replaced. The trunk and the EDITOR'S NOTE: The m·
under-side of the hood are formation in this article wa11
compiled from interviews with
cleaned and painted . Often
of Murray's leading used
some
primer coating is applied to the
car, clean-up specialists.
wheel wells of the automobile
and they are painted when and
where needed. Now the car is
ready for the buffing procedure,
one of the mot~t important steps
in the reconditioning process.
Buffing brings out the luster
and shine of the car's finish. Up
to four applications of a special
bufling compound are administered to the late model
cars.
Mirror glazing with a buffing
compound adds even greater
luster to the appearance of the
car. Ten to 12 roats of high
gloss wax are usually applied
and hand rubbed. Then the car
is buffed by hand until it looks
even better than it did the day
it rolled off the assembly line in
Detroit.
In the final stages of the
process the car's windows are
cleaned, whitewalls are scrubbed and a final re-washing and
touch-up are performed.
Murray
reconditioning
dealers seldom purchase cars
over Bix years old. They transform these late model cal'tl
UP TO FOUR COATS ot a spt>ciaJ buftinJ com·
into sharp, clean looking and
pound are u11ed to brlnJ out the luster and
smooth running automobiles.
• min• of a ear'a fiaiah. "Elbo• power" la an im-

portaat part of the "Murray Finieh." Ten to 12
coate or hlp 11o111 wax, hand rubbed and buf·
feet. make a ear look betaer than a••·.

Car auctions seen as important business
Todd runs a smaller wholesale
dealership. The fact that he ia a
At a car auction, when you wholesaler means that he canraise a finger or flinch, it had not sell to individuals, only
better be for a reason, aB Lloyd other dealers.
Todd discovered on one of his
Todd usually
handles
first outings. He was at the a total of 124 cars a year. At a
back of the crowd signaling his given auction he may deal with
buyer up front to take the of· only four or five cars at a time.
Cered price on a truck they had
James Kelly, who has been in
brought to sell. The auctioneer the business for many years,
recognized hill wave as a bid does the buying at the auctions.
and his bid was the last. Had He is aided by Hilly Todd, who
the misunderstanding not been drives the cars to their different
atraightencd out, he would destinations.
have bought a truck he already
There are three main aucowned. This Js only one of tions that
Kelly travels to
many inl'idents that can eaRily regularly: one in Paducah held
happen to a greenhorn par- on Tuesday; one in Paris on
ticipating in his first auction.
Friday; and by far the largest,
Most people don' t realize the in Indianapolis, on Wednesday.
scope of the used car busineBl\. Other auctions that are visited
B~

RITA UNDERWOOD
Reporter

infrequently are held in Nash·
ville, St. Louis, Manheim, Pa.
and Louisville.
No money changes hands at
an auction. Everything is handled with the use of a title·
attached che::k or draft.
Auctions are not the only
methods of buying cars. Most
autos at rental agencies, Hertz
or Avis for example, are sold at
least every two years, if not
sooner. In such cases, there is
little or no clean-up required.
Another way in which cars
are acquired is through
repossessions by loan companies and banks. Times vary,
but usually a loan company or
bank must wait ten days and
have three legitimate bids
before they can sell a

repoese888d car.
Some cars Todd handles are
brought back to Murray,
cleaned up and taken back and
sold to the very same dealer in
Chicago. Sounds ridiculous? As
large as the operations are in
big cities, dealers can not af.
ford to keep a car on the lot in
trade-in condition for more
than a week. It is cheaper to go
through the sell, clean-up,
buying back procedure.
No cars older than 1971 are
purchased unless they are
unusual makes such as Corvettes, Jaguars, Porsches. Even
though they deal with only
fairly new models, there may
still be quite a lot of repair
work to be done. Cars bought
at an auction may go to four or

~·

.

five repair shop11. These include
a body shop for about a week,
an upholstery shop for a day
and then a shop to check the
tires and engine. After all ex·
pensea, Todd feels that, as an
independent dealer, he baa
made a good profit if he clears
S50 to SIOO per car.
FBI intewention has put an
end to much of the un·
derhanded dealings in the used
car busineSII. They are present
at auctions to oversee the transactions. Some of the things
they look for are: ( 1) shaving
miles (turning back of a car's
odometer), (2) putting togPther
parts of several different cars
and (3) sawdust in the motor
parts. InveRtigations can spot
discrepencies by checking serial
numbers, of which there are
five. They are very difficult to
find. Also, they note the dash·
board to see if it's been taken
out, possibly indicating that the
mileage has been altered.
If a dealer recognizes such a
car, he is responsible for returning it to the person he bought
it from and arranging a settlement. The smaller dealers
are the ones who are most often
hurt.
With the FBI's intervention,
entire auctions and used <·ar
sales are kept within the law,
and • therefore. the dealers are
protected.

AN UNINTENTIONAL WAVE of the hand or raJaed flnJt>r could
• purchase thil 17,500 automobile. Such incidents can eaeily hap·

pen to a "rreenhorn" at his firet auto auction. Thi• Lincoln Con·
tioentaJ could havt' bt't>n boupt ror 17,..00.00 at
Paris .

The used car auctions are an
important aspect of Murray's
used car business, and, aR long
as there is money to be made by
refurbishing used cars, men like
Lloyd and Billy Todd and
Kelley will be traveling to
Paris, Paducah and In dianapolis to ply their trade.
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Lassiter's auto

cars sold varies from year to
year," Lassiter added.

By BRENDA BELL
Repor ter

The one word to de&<'ribe
Lassiter Auto Sales is
"bustling." Phones were
ringing and workers were
hustling about as Jake Lassiter
paused for a moment in his office:

AJ.L CARS are m etie uloualy
at r ipped au
that every
poeeible spot can be c:lean ed.

busine~s

''I started out small with
very few cars,'' he said. But
over a
25
year span
Lassiter's business has expanded into one of Murray's
largest wholesale auto dealer·
ships. Last year the company
sold approximately 2,500 can~ ,
down slightly from the previous
year. " But then the amount of

Lassiter Auto Sales is a
wholesale-for·resale car dealership. In other words, Lassiter
cars go to dealers who sell
them on the public market.
Most transactions between
wholesaler and retailer take
place at automobile auctions in
Paris, Tenn., Paducah, Nashville and other cities to the
north.
According to Lassiter , the
wholesale business has proved
to be quite successful. This
year, however, profits have
fallen slightly, due perhaps to
the recession and a " tightening

By JEAN TABOR

Rex Taber s' success
in body slwp business
has lnsted since 1937

'bustling'

of belts." Lassiter stated, " I
gue~s the car business, like any
other business, is bound to be
affected because people just
aren't spending money like
they have in the past. When
people aren' t demanding as
many cars from the retailers,
the retailers in turn demand
fewer from us."
Lassiter said he feels that
selling good merchandise is the
key to success in any business.
"It never paY!! to give someone
a bum deal," he explained.
"We like to see our customers
satisfied and to feel we have a
good reputation for the cars we
sell.'' He admits that mistakes
are occasionally made, but the

Reporter

and bring them back to
Murray.

Rex Tabera was one of the
first body men in Murray. After
working in nearby Mayfield
and in Chicago, Taber& came to
Murray in 1937 and opened up
a shop in a small rented
building.
Tabers' business grew and in
1949 he built a new and larger
shop. But . six years later he
moved the business to its
present location at 1301 Chestnut St .

Tabers' brother owned a service station in Chicago where
the cars were fixed up for the
trip " down South'' to Murray.
Often Tabers would take lllong
extra drivers. But when there
were more cars than drivers,
the cars were lashed together in
pairs and driven to Murray
caravan style. After completely
repairing the cars in his body
shop, Tabers sold them individually.

Although Tabera usually did
a brisk business, there were
times when work slaclr.ed off.
When this happened he would
to to Chicago buy a few C8l'll

But 'fabers never depended
on this for the bulk of his
business. M08t of his living was
earned in the body shop.

<:o mpany guarantees its work to
retail dealers. "If the dealers
get hassles from their
customer!! it all comes back to
us," he stated.
La!18iter said the car business
is all he hat'l known. It has been
profitable to him, and that's
what counts. "It gets into your
blood ; but it's just a busine:>S,
not a way of life," he continued. "The hours are hard,
and there's very little time to
relax. But. 1 guess I like the excitement of keeping so busy.''
There was an interruption. A
phone rang. Lassiter was in the
midst of a deal. He smiled and
nodded and was off again into
his world of cars.

Commenting on how his
father's business grew in the
early years, Gerald Tabers
stated, "Back in those days
there weren't many cars. And,
when someone who didn't have
a car knew someone who did
and it needed work, they'd tell
the owner to take it to dad."
Thus word of mouth advertising helped make Rex
Tabers' Body Shop one of the
busiest in Murray.

In 1966, R'!x Tabers sold the
body shop to his twin sons Earl
and Gerald. In March, l974 he
died. But he left his sons a very
successful business-one that
has been around for 29 years.

Peoples Bank has a savings plan to help you sat:e that down
payment for the car of your dream&

And then, of course, we have the rrwney to finance iL

Three Convenient locations

• • •

Main Branch
North Branch
12th & Chestnut

500 Main Street

South Branch .he
- Streets nie
t.o
12th &Story

..
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Each job a new challenge

Shop owner loves old cars
By RON DAHLGREN
Reporter

Dee Lamb is one of many
small body shop owners in
Murray, but he's one man who
will never be lost in the crowd.
His dedication and enthusiasm
for his work are excelled only
by his overflowing friendliness.
A native Kentuckian, Dee
1.-amb wa~ bro\aght up near
Providence and went to school
in Hazel. He worked in Murray
for a while and spent a tour in
the Navy where he was a
metal-smith.
After leaving the service, he
lived in Detroit and attended
the Wolverine Trade School.
Not liking tho city, or fadory
work, Dee left and returned to
Murrav.
He had decided that he could
make as much money working
in the body busines.~ in Murray
as he could in Detroit factory.
Consequently, in 1951, he went
into business for himself. His
story from then is best to]d in
his own words.
"1 always like to fool with
c-ars. I like to see bow good l
could make an old car look.
I'm just interested
in
mechani(.'S."
Dee is dedicated to his work
and describes it with much
pride and enthusiasm.
"I always liked it as it's a
challenge. I used to dread factory work, but not this. There's
a little difference in every job
to keep it intereRting.
~"All jobs are a challenge.
You never get two jobs alike.
You can take the same model
car and run it into the same
tree and it won't be bent the
same. Every job is different.
You'll run into problems every
dav. I don't cal'c how long
yo~'ve been in it, you still run
into problems. There's always
something coming up that you
don't know what's causing
what."

Body work is not an easy "you still have more freedom
t.ask to learn or perform. "It's
than in a factory."
skill and it takes quite a while
Like everyone, Dee feels the
for a new man to learn the
effects of the present economic
crisis. "It's hard for a small
trade. Of course you'll learn a
lot through experience and
business man to make money
you' U know what to do for
any more. Business has been
most problems."
pretty good, but I don't know
In addition to requiring ex- about this year. My material
perience and skill, the trade, has aoout doubled...
"takes a lot of patience. It's a
Even though m011t of his
lot of hard work--dirty work. work is for dealerR, ''There is a
And of course the fumes you get short.age of used cars now.
off the chemical11 don't do you People are just not trading. The
any good."
cars we're getting in are really
Some mav perceive Dec rough. They're just all to
Lamb's being in businet~),! for
pieces. The people who are
himself to be an enviable trading cars now are those that
position. But as in everything can't drive their old one any
there are drawbacks.
further. At least that's my
"It's good to be in business opinion.
"The cars we're getting in
for yourself, but when I get
ready to retire, about all l have are rougher and it takes a lot
to retire on is my Social more time to fix one. OrSecurity and what little I've dinarilly at this time of year
been able to save. If I'd stayed we're three weeks behind, now
in the factories, I'd have we stay about two or three days
enough time in for a good behind. My work is down by
retirement. That's one clisad· about a third.
Even in the face of hard work
vantage.
"Many people think that if and a tight economy Dee Lamb
you're in business for your&elf, continue! to be dedicated and
you can do as you please. But enthusiastic about his work.
you can't do it. You.ve got to And these qualities are again
please the customer. If a surpassed only by his genuine
customer brings in a rush job, friendliness. His own words
you'll get it out as quickly as best describe the philosophy of
you can, and ycu've got to the man, "I just can't meet a
· fella without speaking to him,"
satisfy him.
"If you work for someone And no man could resist the
else, you've still got to do a same compulsion to 11ay hello to
good job. Rut when you're I Dee Lamb.
working for yourself, you've got
to make sure the customer is
satisfied if you expet't any
return business. All ret~pon
sibility falls back on the
owner.
"Many think you have plenty
of freedom and if you decide to
go fishing tomorrow, you can.
Well you can, but your busine~'l
will suffer."
Despite the disadvantages,
Dee Lamb prefers this life for

TUNE UP FOR
BETTER
MILEAGE
Tuned-up vehicles
perform better .. .
deliver more miles
per gallon of gas.

1975 CHEVROLETS
:-"" __EL
r-'
'-CHEVROLET
MAKES SENSE FOR AMERICA
IN EVERY WAY.

,'\mcriC~n.· Ctml<' m ~n •.:.~ nnd ~haP<-s They \"lll) widdy .n
rhclr pcrJOnal, Mwlmg and •=~~tiOn~lll<'<'<H So ,.-hm It
comt"t< w cho....mg Clln. rhetr Jcsir~ r~nJ:(' ~cross a bro~a
•J'<'( rrum 'II<''• "'YI<'J, tulor>. prrformanc!;_ch.~~~ri>!''~ anJ
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I''JIIlrnl<'ltl
Amt."rtGI

22 SMALL CARS.

All

ol ,,,.,,... M<' ,.,ns.··n•

wh\- Cht••·n,lc! Oti<T5

~uch •' J:''-'M \'~trtt.'1'i "'' m,,.. l,•h 1o cho"~· trutH

2 SPORTS CARS.·

..

AUTO AUCTIONS are crowded, rut-moving even ts, with t he auc·
tloneer the focal point of the action. Wh ile amok i ng a ciga r ette,
th e auctioneer above attem pt• to aor t out the bid•. A buyer ha• to
be aggreuive at ~imea to .ret h i• bid counted .

Get Your Car Ready
For Spring

WORN OUT S HOCK ABSORBERS
CAUSE EXPE NSIVE TIRE WEAR.

c::;au

SHOCK ABSORBE RS SHOULD ALWAYS
BE RE PLACE D IN SET S' OF 4
.
FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY, COMFORT,
AND ECONOMY.

~;':::!~ ::~

shocks "OIIJ

$3952

4SHOCKSINSTALLED

0Thruwav

$54951/L·~-fOI

AIR
SHO(~ KS

TOW - 00- OR SHOW

PER PAIR
INSTALLED

9 FULL-SIZE CARS.
4 SPECIALTY VEHICLES.
13 MID-SIZE CARS.

-

BRAKE

OVERHAUL

ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL

$1095
Plus $2.00 fOt
Con wlth olr

49f 5 Br4akewheels.
llnlnge

S

Turn Drums
Arc linings
Add fluid, clean
front wheel bearings
Inspect, repack
bearings'
Disc Brakes
Slightly Higher

14 STATION WAGONS.

Ewing

6/..11-w:< O<GZOM
tt ,;J~sJ:~ wapu

2 nnall..u~,·"'

· ""
\

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Highway 641 South

Tire Se111ice
Points
808 ColdwBffiT NfJIII' 5
Phone 753-3164
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Specialty shops
Products offered cover range
from ·uplwlstery to tape decks
By KAREN FLANIGAN
and CAROLINE ROTHE
Reporter a

One of the most important
parts of the automobile in·
dustry
is
many
times
overlooked. Where do new and
used car dealers and service
stations get parts to fix
damaged engines, the glass to
repair cracked and broken windows or new tires to replace old
worn-out ones? Without the
specialty shops, dealers would
have an awfully hard time
making ends meet.
The automobile industry is
reported by the Chamber of
Commerce to be the · third
largest
money-maker in
Murray. Specialty shops are
responsible for a large portion
of the automotive income.
There are specialty shops in
Murray ranging from service
stations that do repair work,
shops which specialize in parts
and equipment, upholstery and
upholstery clean-up shops, to
car radio and tape stores.
Some of these shops
specialize in the repair of certain makes of cars while others
work on a wide variety of
models. The choice is yours.
You just have to decide which
one to take
car to.

To give you an idea of the
varied specialty shops in and
around Murray, we picked out
a few and will explain the
goods and services that they of·
fer.
Upholetery and
Upholnery Cleapinr
"Thoroughly cleaning a car
involves a great deal more
work than many people
realize!" exclaimed
E.
Boggess, owner of Boggess
Auto Shop located in the
Stadium View Subdivision.
There are several stepe; they
must first be waabed inside and
out, the exterior must be
waxed, buffed and polished.
The seats and carpets are taken
out of the car, vacuumed and
thoroughly cleaned.
The interior cleaning process
costa about $75 per automobile.
According to
Bog1ess the
majority of their cleaning work
is done for the car dealers in
and around Murray. They do,
however, work on family cars
also.
•
Peck's Upholstery Shop,
owned by
William Jones
and located at 609 South 4th
St., contributes to the auto ining and

repamng damaged upholstery
on automobiles. They are
equipped to handle any type of
upholsterin1 that may be
needed. A good deal of their
work is also done for Murray's
car dealers. According to ,Jones,
costs may vary depending on
the amount to work to be done.
The Radio Shack can be
found in Olympic Shoppin1
Plaza. Bob Clifford, manager,
said, "The largest selling car
radio today is an FM con·
verter," a radio that will
enable an AM radio to pick up
FM frequenciea. This particular
radio sells for $31.95. The next
best selling radio is the AMIFM
radio, with the AM/FM radio
and ei1ht-track tape com·
bination coming in third place.
"Another top selling item for
the car," said
Clifford, "is
the eight track tape deck."
Avera1e prices t'or the tape
players are around $50.
"A little while ago it seemed
that the majority of automobile
stereos and tape players were
bought by younger persons,"
Clifford said. But today it is
just about 50-50 between young
and older persons.
The Radio Shack does not install its radios and tape
players. Most of their

customers do the installini
themselves or have the job
done at a service station.
Automobile Supply
Stores
Almost
any, type
of
automobile parts can be found
at D&W Auto Parts, run by
Earl Fergusson. Parts can be
bought at retail prices;
however, the majority of
products are sold in quantity at
wholesale prices to new and
used car dealers, garages and
mechanics. D&W Auto Parts
sell automobile paint, glass
and body repair supplies.
Thou1h
Fergusson does the
.majority of hill business within
Murray he has a good number
of clients outside the town with
whom he deals.
Blankenships Auto Parts,
managed by
Jerry Peoples,
is a wholesale parts store. They
deal in automobile paint and
mechanical replacement parts.
Automobile glaae
If the windows in your
automobile need replacement
because of cracked or broken
glass, Lassiter & Frankhouser
Gl888 Co. replaces and installs
glass for automobiles, trucks,
campers and mobile homes.
Gla118 can be bought wholesale
or retail.
Car dealers make up the
largest buyers of glaSB, but in·
dividually owned cars draw a
large percentage of business
also.

Automobile Repair Shops

Barrett Brothers' Ashland
Service Station on South
Fourth Street is representative
of some of Murray's com·
prehensive service stations. The
station, run by Preston and
Alex Barrett, specializes in
tune-ups, tires and exhaust
syatems.
If your VW has a bug in it,
take it to "The Doctor,'' Gary
Page is the "Bu1 Doctor" and
specializes in all kinds of repair
work for all models of VW'tJ.
About two years aKe, Donald
E. Page and co-owner Gary
Page opened up a Volkswagon
repair shop displaying a
brightly colored sign welcoming
all sick VW's. Now, after a
great deal of hard work,
they've expanded and are
doing brake jobs and tune-ups
on most other models of cars.
Automobile Repair
School•
Have you ever wondered
where mechanics come from?
Under the watchful
eyes of
Bruce Schaeffer and
Elmer
Scholar Murray Vocational
School produces well-trained
and competent mechanics.
Two different cla88811 are of·
fered in both engine repair and
body repair. High school
juniors and seniors compose
the majority of the enrollment.
Adult classes now comprise a
substantial amount of the
enrollment figures.
The two courses offered con·
sist of 2,640 classroom hours at
three hours per day and cover
all aspects of automotive
repair.

High performance engines
take a little extra know-how
and Tucker's Auto Repair has
it. Known to most area speed
buffs for his Chevy II, "Mouse
Motor," Jerry Don Tucker has
been very active in drag racing
in this area for the past seven
years.

Photo by Jacob Poatma
CAKS ARE A WAY Olt' LIFE for many Murray
bualne..men. Brandon Brotben Uaed Can,

Honest
By RICK ORR
Reporter

Imagine that we are five
miles from the Paducah waterfront. The year is 1955. As we
tool our Edsel through the
streets, an orange glow above
the city's skyline grows brighter
and
brighter. What is this
~pectacular light? People of
Paducah would tell us it is just
Honest John's car lot.
When .;e finally reach 1625
Kentucky Ave ..
we are
greeted by a stout young fellow ,
dressed to the nines, with a big
grin on his face. Someone
whispers, "Ia that him? Is he
the one who made Who's Who
in Kentucky?"
Someone answers, "Why, it
is, it's old Honest John him·
self."
Surrounded by his cars, and

Hipway 641 South. h .. been in operation aln~
1847.

John~

The engine repair course
begins with fundamentals of
the internal combustion engine
and progresses to complete
mechanical repair.
The body rt-pair course deals
with body work, painting and
repairing and replacing glass
and vinyl parts.
The cars the students work
Tucker's Auto Repair, on come from the students
besidea having their own • themselves. the high school
machine shop, specializes in faculty, the University faculty
high performance auto tune- and about one-third from
ups and bas a wide selection of University students.
engine balancing, blue printing
and high performance parts.
Most repair jobs consist of
Scholars Auto Repair can
handle most any problem you tune-ups, valv<!, transmission
might have with your car. They and brake jobs and wheel
offer complete front ·end ser- alignment.
"The majority of our
vice, motor tune-ups, major
and minor overhauls and students either stay and work
repairs on automobile electric in or around Murray or con·
systems, carburators, brakes tinue to school," Schaeffer conand muffiers. "The most com- tinued. "Bt·cause of the size of
mon forms of car trouble we the automobile industry in
handle," owner Gerald Boyd Murray, there is no danger of
explained. "are motor tune-ups our flooding the market with
too many mechanics."
and front-end service."

glow lights up Paducah

lights so bright you would think
it was daytime, you'd never
gueSB that this fellow came to
Paducah from New Concord,
and started as a
shoe
salesman.
John Lovins was born in New
Concord and graduated from
New Concord High School. At
the age of 20, he left for
Paducah where he became a
shoe and clothing salesman.
While in Paducah, he met and
married
Louise Bell.
"I sold shoes and clothing till
around 1941 when Uncle Sam
asked me to do defense work.
After I came through the
phyaical as 4-F, I was sent to
Detroit where I worked cutting
out tails for airplanes at a
Fisher booy plant." Lovins at
this time became interested in
cars and began wholesaling
one or two occasionally, on the
side.

In 1943 his job at the defense
plant was finished, and he and
his wife came back to Paducah
to devote their time to cleaning
up and sellin1 cars. After about
a year, he became interested in
retailing autos and he bought a
lot at 30th and Broadway. He
stayed here for about three
years before moving his lot to
lOth and Broadway. After five
years he moved again, to 1625
Kentucky Ave..
a lot that he
called "the sharpest in Ken·
tucky et that time.''
Lovins remembers this lot
saying "It was a real attractive
buaineaa, just a hell of a place. l
had a neon sign 50 feet in the
air that could been seen within
five miles of Paducah.'' The
sign itself was made to picture
a man descending with a big
parachute, and in big neon letters were the words, "Drop in

and make a deal with Honest
John Lovins." "I had almost
400, 100-watt bulbs shining on
my beautiful cars," he said.
Lovins, at this time, had an
inventory of new and used cars
that sometimes reached 500 in
number. "I did such a volume
of business that once I bought
45 cars in one day from the
Murray Auto Auction. I think
the business I built is the
reason I made 'Who's Who' in
'55.''
Not all was bright lights and
big cars for Honest John,
however. ''I ran my lot at a
time when the plants like
Union Carbide were coming to
McCracken County. Theae
plants would bring in people to
get the plant started, and they
would think nothing of going
and buying a big car. When
payment time would come due,
these floaters, as they were

called, would be gone. "I lost a
barrel of money on these guys,"
Lovins recalled.
So, after
;20 years in
business, Lovins returned to
Detroit and opened a wholesale
clean·up shop. "We used to
clean up cars and ship them to
two different auctions, one in
Columbus, Ohio, and one in
Dayton," he said.
Thrbe years later Lovins was
backin Calloway County. Here
he started a trim and
upholstery !\hop. ''I couldn't
stay away from cars too long
though; all the time I was in
the trim business I was also
wholesaling one or two cars on
the side," Lovins recalled.
Finally, Honest John left the
trim business and returned to
full time wholesaling at hiP
present day locatiob.
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Used car buying tips - what to look for
the trunk for rust spots which
indicate poeaible leakage.
Moat people that consider
5. Check automatic tran!'hopping for a used car know .smisaion by putting gear in low,
very little about that car until then shifting to reverse. If there
it is too late. After all, how is a pause and then a thump,
many potential buyers are ex- the universal joint may be un·
perts and really know what to safe.
look for? Even those consumers
6. Notice if the driver's seat
that normally consider many is sagging. This indicates that
cars before buying one will find the car probably baa lots of
that they are overlooking Im- mileage.
portant differences in the
7. If possible, take the car
quality of used cars.
to a mechanic and Jet him run
One etudent reacted to the a quick test for "knocks" and
question of buying a used car wheel bearings.
by saying. ''My dad takes care
8. Bounce one corner of the
of that problem." Other car. If it continues to bounce
students that had recently pur- when you let up, this indicates
chased used cars recalled test bad shock absorbers.
driving, looking at engines and
9. Che<.lt the steering wheel
kicking the tires. If everything to make sure that the tires
appeared to be in working or- correspond closely with the
der, they were "sold!"
direction in which they are turAccording to a qualified ned. Bad correspondence in·
source on used cars, a thorough dicates that linkage between
and yet simple examination of steering and wheels needs
the car is · obviously to the replacing.
customer' & advantage. With
10. Check front end align·
this in mind, the following tips ment by t.aking hands off the
from "one who knows" are wheel for only a moment and
meant to enlighten l'onsumers applying the brake as if coming
that really want to get their to a normal stop. if the car
money's worth, if and when shifts to o~e side it is poorly
they buy a used car.
aligned.
1. Check chrome on the fen11. Notice the inside car
ders for "overspray." Tiny panel and check to see if the oil
paint spots thnt u11ually go un- light burna while the car is
noticed might indicate covering idling. If the Hght is on, this in·
of rust or body damage.
dicates tba a new oil pump is
2. Check body frame by let- needed.
ting someone else drive the car
12. Walk around the car and
while you observe from behind
check to see if panels are
Both front and back wheels uniform in color. Different
should 11tay in the same tracks shades of the same color
on each side.
suggests that certain parts
3. Check tires closely for were not on the original car.
wear on the sides. This in13. Open and close all doors
dicates poor alignment.
to make sure they abut well.
5. Check around doors and in Also try cloeing them easily to
By KAYE REEDER
Reporter

test the iNide catch. It could be
sprung if the door fails to close.
14. Check chrome sbeild
aurroundina the headlights. If
this is loose, wreck damage
could be the cauee.
Generally, most of these
hinta fOr buying used cars also
apply to used trucks. Some differences, however, are worth
being mentioned. Most trucks
can be easily checked by taking
them to a service station. They
should be jacked high enough so
that the parts underneath can
be easily seen. The following
testa should also be run:
1. Spin the tires, and If
grease appears, there is possible
brake fluid leakage.
2. Accelerate the engine and
notice the oil pressure indicator. If it does not move up,

the oil pump might need
replacing.
3. Examine the right front
side for possible water leakage
from the heat ~r
4. 'Dest th. fan belt for up·
and-down movement. This may
be caused by a bad water
pump.
It is illegal to have the
mileage indicator run back on
used cars. However, this can be
done sometimes without the
buyer's knowledge. The best
protection against such action
is to check with the most recent
owner of the used car. The
customer may then compare ac·
tual previous mileage with
present speedometer readings
on the car.
In conclusion, every used car
cannot be the answer to a

USED CARS ARE RECONDITIONED with ean
aad emcleney In the auto •hop• Ia Murray and
Calloway County. All deatt are taken out and

buyer's dream. Eveo new cars
are sometimes defective, but
many people find an easy excuee for these faults by saying.
"It doesn't have all the 'bup'
out yet." Whether a new car
has more advantages than a
used car is left to an in·
dividual's opinion. The only
reason for mentioning this idea
is to emphasize the consumer'A
awareness, or lack of it, concerning both new and used
cars.
Even though most people
have had enough experience
with cars to detect obvious imperfections, they still need help
when dealing with faults that
usually go unnoticed. The
buyer shoulders responsibility
for getting his money' a worth.

bondo and ftller applied wbea needed. Wind·
•hleld• and tJre• are al•o replaced il needed.
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FOR THE ENTffiE MONTH OF APRIL

$6.95
Par ts Additional

Call 753-5782 for appointment

All Makes A nd Models

UNIVERSITY GULF SERVICE
.

LD. WORKIIAN IIGR.

1t Five Polats

PH 753-5782

